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Reinforcement Worksheet 

Mathematics 
Class 5 

Topic: Multiplication and Division 1 
 

Name: _________________________  Section: _____ Date: __________ 

Time: ___________ 

Q 1 Fill in the blanks. 

a) Double of  936 is ____________ 

b) The difference between 7 fours and 8 threes is ______________ 

c) _____________   +   45   = 190 

d) 23  x   0  x   4   =    ______________ 

e) How much greater than 32 is 82? _______________ 

f) How many eighths are there in 56? ____________ 

g) 8900 x 100 = _________________ 

h) 57300 ÷ 10 = _____________ 

Q 2 Fill in the missing numbers. 

87  + ______ =  96    ÷ 6 =  ______   x 10  = ______    ÷ 10 =  ______ 

Q 3 Write a tick (    ) to show that the number is divisible by any of the numbers.       

 

 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 

3240        

495        

316        
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Q 4 Ali has four horses. Each one eats 4 pounds of oats, twice a day. How many pounds 

of oats does he need to feed his horses for 3 days? 

 

Q 5 There were 42 mangoes in each crate. 12 such crates of mangoes were delivered to 

a factory. 4 mangoes were rotten and had to be thrown away. The remaining 

mangoes were packed into boxes of 10mangoes each. How many boxes of 

mangoes were there?  

 

Q 6 There were 9500 spectators at a football match. 6375 of them were men. Of the 

remaining spectators there were 4 times as many children as women. How many 

children were there?  

 

Q 7 Sara had 1750 stamps. Fiza had 480 fewer stamps than Sara. Sara gave some 

stamps to Fiza. Now Fiza has 3 times as many stamps as Sara. How many stamps 

did Fiza have at first? How many stamps does Sara have now? 


